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Lëttër frøm thë Ëdïtør 
OUR FIRST ISSUE

This past year of COVID has shaped our 
lives, we like it or not. Some may see 
this adaptation process as nothing but a 
problem. But the truth is, there is always 
a silver lining to everything that 
happens to us, especially if we have 
absolutely no control over it. Like, say a 
pandemic hits the entire world.

Here at Life Lovers Magazine, we love 
to see the bright side of things, so that's 
exactly what we did. We found ourselves 
with flights cancelled, festival tickets 
refunded and a lot of extra free time. 
Which we decided to turn into exciting 
opportunities to try things we couldn't 
before.

The last 10 months, I've had fascinating 
conversations with friends scattered 
worldwide, who share very similar 
mindsets despite their very different 
situations. They all love to travel for the 
beauty of discovery, and that hasn't sto-
pped because they might be a bit more 
grounded than what they're used to.

We noticed that among everyone, the 
passion for enjoying different experien-
ces was common. That we all share the 
willingness to appreciate life's random 
ups and downs; the dedication to invest 
in ourselves and making mind and body 
as much a priority as the love for those 
around us.

Truth is travelling changes your life, and 
that's something that doesn't leave you. Even 
if now you work in front of a computer 9 to 
5, or are waitressing in a paradise island 
somewhere where COVID never seemed to 
happen.

Is something that stays with you. You start 
appreciating the little things that bring you 
joy and dare you to leave the comfort zone 
more often because you know that what 
awaits on the other side will be an adventure.

So, I got inspired by their stories and started 
sharing the idea among them. To create a 
digital publication meant for us, to entertain 
us, inspire us, and keep us connected. And 
just like that, an unexpected snowball started 
growing, putting all the pieces together. 

I've been so lucky to count on very inspiring 
and remarkable women, who wanted to be a 
part of this project too, putting their magic 
into these pages. I couldn't feel more blessed 
and grateful to have met them!

Well, this is the result. Welcome to Life 
Lovers Magazine! I really hope you love it 
too!

Little Chilean
Editor Life Lovers Magazine

https://www.instagram.com/gaby.o
www.lifeloversmag.com
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Life Lovers Magazine is a digital monthly publication or e-book written by and for journey 
lovers. We want to showcase the world's beauty and amazing experiences and present a real and 
achievable way to enjoy the journey, with all its adventures and perks. Connecting your passion 

for travelling with your self-love and empowerment.

L E T ’ S  E N J O Y  T H E  J O U R N E Y

M Å G Å Z Ï Ñ Ë

Life is full of little moments worth a smile, with plenty of 
everyday scenarios to be grateful for and a sea of memora-
ble experiences to live, learn and be fascinated with. Here 
we gather your tales because we all have a story worth 

sharing. Let's enjoy them!

This space is for you wanderer, who are fascinated by 
travelling, exploring and falling in love with new places. 
Being outdoors and seeing new places makes you happier 
and, mostly, for you who love when a trip turns into a good 

story. 

We all work to get where we want to go, whether it 's our 
life's passion or just what brings food to the table. Here we 
share inspiring stories and tips to help you get through the 
day and enjoy the journey. After all, every job is an expe-
rience, and this is what makes our lives more entertaining.

Beauty and Wellness are an essential part of our lives. We 
want to encourage and remind you to love, respect and take 
care of both your mental and physical health in the same 
way. They need each other and are just as crucial for 
everything else in your life. We're here to help you be 

proud of them!

We all dream to experience certain things before we move 
on to our next life. Here we gather the stories of people like 
you and me, who dare to try and have adventures, who want 
to inspire you to live more and make memories. Because life 
is only one and we never know how long it will be there for.

Good moments have a soundtrack that makes them better, 
turns them into memories and makes us feel like we're in a 
movie. Here we gather music and film lovers' voices to 
share their recommendations and reviews with you, about 
the films and songs that transcend and give us goosebumps.

Life is infinitely delicious, and this one is being changed 
every day by sustainability and plant-based power. To help, 
we want to share our favourite veggie recipes, columns and 
stories about trends, food, nutrition and eating habits 
because people who love to eat are always the best kind.
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Ñëw Zëålåñd
Touristing in an 'untouched'
South Island.

Places to love
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My first time in the country of kiwis, I visited Queenstown and its surroundings. Among the 
many beautiful things that got stuck in my head, there's one word that I felt pretty much describes 
this land.
When touristing in this postcard-nation, you tend to bump into signs that call it an untouched 
area of the world. Being born in Patagonia, it seemed a bit overrated at first, but after a few days, 
tours, hikes and lookouts, more I began to see it. 

Although it's clearly a civilized area with a few hundred years of settlement already and loads of 
visitors walking through it every day, somehow it manages to keep its "virgin" feel.
It 's just too much

6

Tøürïstïñg ïñ åñ 'üñtøüçhëd'
Søüth Ïslåñd.

A couple I met in the area joked about how it 
can be exhausting to see so many breathta-
king sights, which left me wondering, can it 
be too much?

You see, we're on a bus that was taking us to 
a helicopter to fly over Mt Cook. On the way, 
we stopped at a couple of lookout points, 
each more beautiful than the one before. 

We found one stunning view over a lake first 
–that will definitely make you understand 
why Lord of the Rings was filmed there–, 
then we stopped and turned around to see 
forests full of stories and legends.

Just a few km after, we found another one and then another. And just like that, on your first day, 
you'd already understood where they're coming from.

Nevertheless, I feel like it could never be too much of that.



Lët's gø båçk tø thë brëåthtåkïñg pårt
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During this just-2-weeks New Zealand trip, I managed to get all the 
rest I needed, eat and try as much food and drinks as expected,–as if 
that wasn't enough– hike on a glacier, fly over stunning mountains, 
ride ancient rivers on a boat and walk on magical forests.

Heli-hike over Tasman Glacier

Boat tour Milford Sounds

Frankton walk trail

Wanaka tour

Paragliding Coronet Peak

Some tours to try:
To do list



So what is it about this place? When 
you're touristing around New Zealand, as 
popular as it may be, somehow the 
crowds disappear. When you're in that 
Insta-worthy spot, everyone around 
simply stops. For that moment, you know 
you have to stand and take it all.

It feels like nobody has been there before 
and during those minutes, you get a fan-
tastic sense of calm and peace, like an 
outdoor drug that just gives you that 
feel-good sensation.

Can you imagine getting used to this sce-
nery? Well, that doesn't seem like a sad 
way to live life either, now does it?

8

Ñëxt årtïçlë wë'll shøw ÿøü
thë bëåütÿ øf thë Ñørth
Ïslåñd tøø.
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Lïttlë Çhïlëåñ
/gaby.o

Places to love

Kïlkëññÿ
Drunk touristing the
irish town

Part of my holiday plan in Ireland was to stop 
at the very best place where happiness is 
made: the breweries. One of them is Kilkenny 
under the Smithwick brand, which made my 
touristy day in the town a lot funnier than I 
could've planned.

Went to the Smithwick brewery with food 
resting in my belly for 4 hrs long before. 
After an exciting tour, I got to try out the 
three types of ale produced under the brand, 
including 2 I've actually never tasted before.

As delicious as they're, after a few minutes 
enjoying their free WiFi and the wonders once 
made by monks in that same building, my 
body was asking for some food.

Started a new stroll in search of a google maps 
stop called Kilendry Inn, recommended by my 
local friend Rosie. Supposedly named after a 
witch from back in their medieval days. Yes, 
Kilkenny has a long-ass history, that includes 
urban legends. Fascinating!

Done with the only vegetarian option in their 
menu and a fresh and unrealistically good 
Kilkenny from the tap, I kept going with my 
programmed self-made day tour. Which by 
then was still missing some medieval buil-
dings. 

Lïttlë Çhïlëåñ
/gaby.o

https://www.instagram.com/gaby.o
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Ïf ït wërë tøø ëåsÿ...

Never one to count my drinks, but at that 
stage and considering my small body, I 
wasn't doing the math right.

One of the planned stops, Church of Candice 
—dating from the 1200s—, included a 30 mt 
tower looking out to the whole of Kilkenny, 
now looking more like a city than a town, to 
be honest.

Thankfully, I carried my water bottle that 
kept my small body sorta' hydrated after a 
mix of alcohol and European sun.

Unfortunately, that tower was pretty narrow 
and climbing up those stairs gracefully 
wasn't an option. So, as I was climbing up, 
ended up dropping my empty bottle a fair 
few metres down, breaking its plastic lid. 

To say that making it down with my motor 
skills not-at-its-best wasn't a struggle, 
would be a lie. Definitely, not my most gla-
mourous moment, as everyone around could 
witness.



After the whole church tour, I felt 
like I needed some coffee to shake 
off the sleepiness, so stopped at a 
lovely coffee place that served 
vegan milk, surprisingly enough.

The couple at the till, most likely the 
owners, offered me some free scones 
because they were about to close, 
which I humbly accepted as I felt my 
heart getting warmer fast.

You see, as bad a cook as I am, one 
of the first things I learned to make 
–if not the only– was precisely 
scones, which mum managed to turn 
into a summer hobby back in the 
day. 

Then, after a quick exchange of 
travel anecdotes, including some 
from a trip to my country, we parted 
our ways. But before I left, they 
wanted to make sure I knew their 
most important memory of that visit. 

"There are many straight dogs 
around," she says as if delivering an 
unknown piece of information. 

Mütüål
çültürål
ëxçhåñgë
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Even though I'm sure they're just happy to share that with someone who could get it, I 
somehow got offended this was their main impression, as correct as it may be.

Living in Australia for so long and being the crazy dog-lover I am, I'd been profoundly 
missing all the straight ones you see back home every day. Though I'd love for every dog 
to have a loving family of their one. 

I never thought anything of it growing up, to be honest. Until I started travelling and rea-
lized it wasn't such a common thing. 

So, at the end of my day –with more alcohol than recommended–, and after two innocent 
comments, I was farming some severe homesickness.

Anyways, Kilkenny was more of an adventure than expected for a small-town-vibe loo-
king place. It left me with plenty of rich memories of a long-lasting town with as much 
history as it has beers on its books. 

Just magic. Hopefully, I'll get to visit Ireland soon enough. In the meantime, I've plenty 
of memories and, to me, that's what makes the trip worthwhile.

12
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Møvë
tø å ñëw
çøüñtrÿ

The Journey

Everyone knows that travelling it 's a fantastic expe-
rience that helps you grow in so many ways. But, 
you don't really know how much it changes you until 
you actually live it, so we want to give you 7 exce-
llent reasons why you should dust off that bravery 
and pack your bags. Come on! Adventure awaits!

I'm pretty sure everyone has heard all the catchphra-
ses about how travel will make you happier. Well, 
they don't become one for no reason, so we want to 
show you some pretty good excuses to put on top of 
those "But…" and dare to move abroad.

14
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Experiencing a new country is such a fascinating 
experience. Go and live it not just as a tourist, but 
actually move there for 3 or 6 months, 2 years. 
Forever? The length is totally up to you, and wha-
tever you feel is the right fit, it 's perfect. As long 
as you try. 

Whether you're a nature-lover or a fan of big 
cities. If you picked a country that speaks the same 
language, or want to learn a new one. Maybe 
you're looking for new career challenges, have an 
urge to run away or merely because of your 
FOMO. Truth is there's something for everyone. 

There are several visa options to work or study, 
tons of destinations and many reasons to leave. 
Most of these nations will have a section in their 
government website with information about the 
visas and steps you need to follow, depending on 
which country you're coming from.

But before you get caught up on the How's, keep in 
mind there are 195 countries in the world, and you 
are from only one of them. If this is not enough to 
take you on a "There's so much to see" mode, then 
here's a list of reasons to make yours –or choose 
some–, so we can get packing. After all, it 'll only 
be the best decision of your life.

1. Füñ!
The first reason to dare to move abroad and the 
most important one is because it 's very entertai-
ning. As simple as that. Travelling is always full 
of excitement, new challenges and many new 
experiences.

Regardless of why you are pushing yourself to 
take the leap, we want to tell you that it 'll be so 
amazingly fun! You'll get to meet new people, see 
so many beautiful places, discover, try new things 
and pretty much be whoever you want to be.

2. Ñëw Ëxpërïëñçës
That bucket list you've been hiding in a 
box for years might be just waiting on this 
opportunity to start being checked.

If you missed out on some experiences 
because you didn't know who to go with or 
lack of money, being in a new country will 
give you the guts you're waiting for. To try, 
say skydiving, bungee jumping, rafting, 
snowboarding. There will always be some-
thing cool to live when you're somewhere 
new.

The novelty of living abroad doesn't come 
only from seeing beautiful places. New 
locations are also the perfect scenario for a 
fresh start work-wise. 

Whether you-re into a career change or 
simply because you always wanted to know 
what it was like to work in a cake shop –to 
say something–. Now you can. You're star-
ting somewhere new so whichever job you 
take can be your 2.0.

Tråvëllïñg ïs ålwåÿs füll øf Tråvëllïñg ïs ålwåÿs füll øf ëxçïtëmëñt, ñëw çhållëñgës åñd måñÿ ñëw ëxpërïëñçës.
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3. Çültürë

Moving abroad will place you right in the centre 
of that country's most fascinating attribute: it 's 
culture. You'll find yourself learning and disco-
vering something different daily. 

And if you're lucky enough to live with people 
from many different backgrounds, it 'll turn into 
an ongoing learning process. Each conversation 
will tell you two sides of a story. First, a bit of 
them, about how they were brought up and, at 
the same time, something about yourself. 

Because you actually learn so much from your 
own culture once you see it through someone 
else's eyes, and that is priceless. It 's an ideal 
opportunity to see them in contrast, making you 
appreciate things you may have taken for gran-
ted before.

Diverse cities have the perk of counting with a 
population so fascinatingly mixed with backpac-
kers, locals and students from all over the 
world, people from entirely different origins, all 
living the same experience.

Most people decided to move abroad based on 
the chance of learning a new language. This is 
absolutely true and a priceless skill to add to 
your life. 

And the best way to learn a new idiom is living 
abroad. Why? Because you'll immerse yourself 
in their dialect, including slang and actual useful 
phrases to juggle with any everyday situation. 
From random vocabulary needed to do groceries, 
to riding the bus and making more friends.

4. Lëñgüågë

Tråvëllïñg ïs ålwåÿs füll øf ëxçïtëmëñt, ñëw çhållëñgës åñd måñÿ ñëw ëxpërïëñçës.
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Whether you're in a stage in life when nothing 
seems exciting enough and your job or relations-
hips are just not cutting it anymore. Or if you 
happen to be living a totally happy time and just 
want to push that leap of good luck a bit further.

Whichever the reasons that push you to live 
something behind, the key is to dare to try. 
Because this one is only for you, it 's an expe-
rience incredibly worth living that you'll be so 
grateful about afterwards. 

5. Møst ñëëdëd çhåñgë

Møst ñëëdëd çhåñgë

6. Føød dïsçøvërÿ

For all of those foodgasm lovers, discove-
ring the perks of a new country's cooking is 
a pleasure beyond words. From checking 
out cool bars to checking out their national 
dish, there's always something unique 
about their meals that will leave you satis-
fied just by trying.

Truth is every country has its own indivi-
dual culture and cuisine. And within that, 
you'll find particular styles and signature 
dishes bred from each region. 

Can you imagine how many alternatives 
that give you? There's literally something 
for everyone, and its richness is what 
makes the experience so much more enjo-
yable.

17



7. Hüñdrëds øf mëmørïës

Ibn Battuta once said that "Traveling– it leaves you speechless, then turns you into a storyteller 
"and we couldn't agree more. When you go out, to see the world, to discover a new culture, 
you're harvesting memories at a crazy speed.

Everything you do will turn into beautiful memories, about the good and not so good experien-
ces. You'll learn to keep the best parts as mental souvenirs and, at the end of the day, it 'll make 
your heart bigger and warmer and one full of good stories.

Because living abroad is both exciting and challenging, but just by overcoming these everyday 
challenges, you'll be able to handle anything else life throws at you next. You'll have a battery 
of memories and experiences to serve you as ammunition for whatever your next move is.
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The Journey

Shøüld Ï püt
sübtïtlës øñ?
A story of what it’s like to
always be the foreigner

"Are you a Covid refugee?", the woman said with 
real interest, after asking me where I was from, for 
how long I've been here and pretty much 
everything but my blood type. For a second, I 
thought about the multiple ways that I could’ve 
answered such a ridiculous and rude type of ques-
tion, to the nonsense itself.

In my head, I wondered how many Chileans she 
might've met in the past -most likely, zero. Or if 
this was one of those common questions in her 
book of "how to interact with foreigners".

"Hmm… no, definitely not. I 'm currently on a 
Working Holiday visa, and I can go back to my 
country whenever I want". A quick smile, gentle 
moved and fucking see ya' never. Thank God she 
wasn't a regular at the cafe where I work.



Ñïçkÿ GøSløw
/nickygoslow
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Lüçkÿ?
When I was in Australia (2016 till 2019), funny 
enough, pretty much everyone I've met told me 
how amazing NZ was, how chill and different to 
Aussies. So when I finally got a visa to come 
here, I never expected to run into so many com-
ments on the racism side.

I was probably a bit naive too and still consider 
myself lucky. But it 's a different story for heaps 
of my other friends.

I still remember that day, when one of my french 
besties came back home and told me how the 
security guy from the supermarket asked him to 
open his backpack to show him what he had 
stolen, just because he was the one only black 
guy.

To be fair, I can't remember when was the first 
time I felt discriminated against. Don't know if 
it was the look of disgust from a passenger 
sitting next to me on the bus, while I was spea-
king Spanish on the phone. Or when somebody 
couldn't understand my accent and said giggling 
"sorry, but I couldn't understand anything of 
what you said".

"Oh, my bad. Forgot to put the subtitles on", 
converted into the go-to-answer more often than 
I'd like to admit. I'd reply with a broad smile, 
counting to a million in my head, just to avoid 
something even nastier in return.

It's in the small things where they start. It 's also 
on your lowest days when these awful things hit 
you the hardest. You can talk about it with your 
traveller friends, and most of them will have a 
similar story to share.

For example, the other day, I talked with two 
other Latin co-workers at the cafe about how the 
hospitality jobs in New Zealand are taken 
mainly by foreigners. Same with the cleaning 
companies and the agriculture.

Dïsgüïsëd ås
çåsüål çømmëñts

They need us to do the jobs they don't 
want to or don't have enough people for, 
while we struggle with racism and discri-
mination and always being "the one who 
doesn't belong".

Of course, not everything is terrible. 
There are a thousand good reasons why 
I'm still away from home, like the fact that 
I make way more as a waitress than as a 
journalist in Chile -sad but true. The 
safety of walking on the streets on my own 
and knowing that nobody will rob or rape 
me is another good one. So is the chance 
of having a real quality of life, working 9 
to 5 for five days a week.

21



Å mågñët før thë
shïttÿ øñës
Most of my personal situations only started 
when I left Christchurch and moved to the 
north island. Probably when I worked in a 
little shop in Castlepoint, a small town two 
and a half hours away from Wellington and 
with a population of 50 people.

During my first week working at the town's 
only shop, my manager -a 45 years old kiwi 
woman- told me she felt like a "retard” talking 
to me; otherwise, she wasn't sure I could 
understand her.

I explained that I've lived in Australia for a 
long time already and could get her totally 
fine. She just laughed in my face like saying 
"aw, cute, but no".

Then, when I came back to Christchurch I 
ended up working as a bartender and waitress 
at a popular tavern 30 minutes away from the 
city for two months. Ended having at least 30 
men make shitty comments about my visa 
status and personal life. 

"Maybe you just need to get a husband to stay 
here… I can take you!", said a 50 years old 
drunk man once, in front of 6 other guys.

It all changes when you’re the immigrant-ser-
ving those locals. Now I wasn't just a tourist 
visiting and spending my money in their coun-
try, but somebody "stealing something from 
them".

Maybe, in the mind of a racist, I guess, that's 
when I started to be a pain in the ass, a pro-
blem, instead of a welcomed tourist. While 
working with them, paying taxes, serving them 
their coffees, renting their houses, using their 
public transport and doing my shopping at 
their supermarkets. 

Unfortunately, these episodes happen way too 
often, everywhere globally, and during the 
pandemic, they have increased considerably.

Kïå Kåhå, førëïgñër

The truth is we all live different experiences. 
Maybe it 's not a bad thing for some backpac-
kers to be told "oh wow, you have a really 
good English for a SouthAmerican", without 
noticing how rude that sounds. 

And anyways, I still feel I've been lucky 
enough to always find amazing people on my 
way. Locals who would stand up for me, 
showing me that they care and that they're not 
all the same; telling me without words that I 
can stay. To be fair, I probably know more 
great people than nasty ones. 

Whatever the experiences we’ve had, we all 
do our part to belong. Most of us follow all the 
rules, take care of the public spaces, help the 
community in every possible way and appre-
ciate the chance of being here right now –even 
more in the middle of a pandemic–.

But still, it does hurt when we're reminded 
that our skin colour is "not the right one"; the 
way we pronounce "island" is as wrong as rob-
bing a bank or; that we shouldn't speak ano-
ther language, because this is an English spea-
king country.

When this happens though, we have to speak 
up. Because this is not just about being 
uncomfortable with something daily, this is 
about human rights and the respect we all 
deserve as human beings, despite where we 
are.

Nobody told me about this when I left home in 
2016. And that's why I think it 's important for 
you to know about it and how racism is not 
just about the colour but also about the diffe-
rences that make us all humans. So be ready, 
stay strong and speak up. And maybe, just 
maybe, put the subtitles on.

Ñøt ëvërÿøñë,
büt ëvërÿwhërë

In Australia, for instance, heaps of Asian 
people got attacked by proper bogans (Aussies 
rednecks) because -as their unstable logic 
said- they have brought the virus to the coun-
try.

22



Work it!

Wørkïñg frøm
hømë
How to survive freelancing on
pandemic

Here in Chile, getting a good full-time job is 
hard. That pretty much sums up why I became a 
freelance writer. For some years now I’ve been 
mixing office jobs and freelance work. So I am 
used to getting things done no matter where I 
am. But of course, I didn’t expect a worldwide 
pandemic.
2020 was a big challenge in every aspect, and we 
all got to turn a little freelance. Since there was 
no other choice, we had to work from home and 
most of us are still trying to figure out the best 
method to get our brains to work like this.
How do we deal with this change of scenario? I 
already know how to manage a freelance job, so 
I put together some things I believe are crucial 
to swim through the perks of home office. When 
you wanna get sh*t done

One of the things that affected me the most - and 
still - during pandemic, is that you can no longer 
go to a coffee or library to get your work done. 
The option was only from home, and will surely 
stay that way for a while. So, what is effective to 
do? Where should I start? First of all, let’s talk 
about productivity, that seems to be the word of 
our generation. We are used to working a lot, 
superfast, multitasking, and acting like it’s ok. 
Burnout culture is on, so after a year of having 
your office at home, well, you sure know that 
spaces have to be separated.

That is the first step: when you wake up and 
immediately go to your desk (that might be in 
your room), it’ll eventually make the love for 
your room go away.

Our mind likes routines and associates 
different tasks to the places and scenarios 
we’re in. So you have to work in another 
place that isn’t your bed.

I also have my bad days, when I don’t 
wanna leave bed, but I challenge myself 
every day to get up and at least get away 
from the place I sleep and rest in. And if 
maybe you don’t have enough space at 
home, like to have a separated office or 
desk, focus on the ideal behind it, to pick a 
place, a spot that is exclusively for work.

Also, there are some tasks that are impor-
tant and others urgent. For it, Googling the 
Eisenhower Matrix comes in handy, as it 
can guide us on how to organize tasks by 
priority. For example: most meetings are 
not important, but they are urgent. Another 
thing is time management.The ideal would 
be to work with breaks, especially if you 
are very tired.
When setting goals, on the other hand, it is 
key to plan them per day, and please don't 
choose 10 goals at once. Try deciding the 3 
most important ones, and know that your 
moment of greatest clarity and energy will 
be put into that. Another key is to divide 
large tasks into small tasks. Sometimes we 
think of it as a recipe: having those smaller 
tasks (ingredients) will allow us to have a 
navigation chart to make the recipe.

#StåÿHømë

Vål Rüdølphÿ
/valrudolphy
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Here in Chile, getting a good full-time job is 
hard. That pretty much sums up why I became a 
freelance writer. For some years now I’ve been 
mixing office jobs and freelance work. So I am 
used to getting things done no matter where I 
am. But of course, I didn’t expect a worldwide 
pandemic.
2020 was a big challenge in every aspect, and we 
all got to turn a little freelance. Since there was 
no other choice, we had to work from home and 
most of us are still trying to figure out the best 
method to get our brains to work like this.
How do we deal with this change of scenario? I 
already know how to manage a freelance job, so 
I put together some things I believe are crucial 
to swim through the perks of home office. When 
you wanna get sh*t done

One of the things that affected me the most - and 
still - during pandemic, is that you can no longer 
go to a coffee or library to get your work done. 
The option was only from home, and will surely 
stay that way for a while. So, what is effective to 
do? Where should I start? First of all, let’s talk 
about productivity, that seems to be the word of 
our generation. We are used to working a lot, 
superfast, multitasking, and acting like it’s ok. 
Burnout culture is on, so after a year of having 
your office at home, well, you sure know that 
spaces have to be separated.

That is the first step: when you wake up and 
immediately go to your desk (that might be in 
your room), it’ll eventually make the love for 
your room go away.

Whåt ïs thë
bïggëst çhållëñgë
øf qüåråñtïñëd
tëlëçømmütïñg?

For people who were already freelancers, I 
think the hardest thing has been having to stay 
in the same place all the time, which impacts 
creativity.
One of the —not many— benefits of freelance 
is that you can work from anywhere. And now 
that I can’t, I really miss working in cafes, or 
being able to go somewhere else. For first-time 
telecommuters, I think there is a lot of difficul-
ty separating work from personal time. Perhaps 
you get up and do not divide spaces and times, 
you work in your pajamas, and that generates 
certain conflicts.
The brain gets confused if we dont draw a line 
in the routines. You have to respect the same 
hours at home than what you’d in the office, 
including lunch.
There are different methods that can guide you 
when it comes to work. For example: every 25 
minutes of work, there are 5 of rest.
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The breaks are extremely valuable too, since a tired brain is not very productive. Rest allows less 
procrastination, but we are usually afraid of them, somehow, thinking it is not productive to take 
them.
This becomes key when we consider that our culture leads to exhaustion from work, which has 
even been mentioned by the WHO as a disease called chronic stress.
Being tired is not an achievement. Rest is a gift to ourselves. If we don't, no wonder why we 
can’t get the work done after all.

Ýøü çåñ wørk
frøm åñÿwhërë
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Çårø Påstørëllï
/omvocado

The Coach

Jøÿ ås ÿøür
çømpåss
Motivation tips for when we
feel lost

https://www.instagram.com/omvocado


Nowadays it 's common 
to feel a bit out of place, 
all things considered. 
But let's not forget that 
this current world situa-
tion –as messy as it can 
be– it 's also one full of 
opportunities for new 
challenges and growth. 
It 's all already inside us, 
we just have to learn to 
listen to it and let it 
guide us to what it 's 
meant for us.

Whatever obstacles 
you're seeing in your life 
at the moment, remember 
you're not alone. With or 
without a pandemic, 
we're trained to follow 
specific steps in life for 
us to be happy and, 
sometimes, those rules 
simply won't do the trick 
for everyone the same 
way.

Unfortunately, the same 
training also taught us to 
follow them, regardless 
of whether it makes us 
happy or not. This, 
honestly, is the saddest 
part and I want to ask 
you not to do it.

In reality, many of us 
were faced with rethin-
king our lives this past 
year, adapting to a new 
scenario, which can be 
terrifying. 

Because getting to your 
set destination, only to 
realize it 's not what you 
expected, that something 
is still missing, can be 
overwhelming. The same 
way is for a sailor to 
navigate new seas 
without a compass.

Lïstëñ tø ït

Møtïvåtïøñ
tïps før whëñ
wë fëël løst

To all those feeling lost right now, if 
COVID changed your plans too dras-
tically or simply because you feel 
out of place, I want to ask you to be 
patient and attentive. Because 
everything you see as a loss, it can 
be precisely the guideline you're 
waiting for.

Have you noticed when you do little 
simple things, that you suddenly get 
a sense of inner peace? That makes 
you feel happy without further 
reason? Well, that's precisely your 
joy, and it 's trying to tell you some-
thing. To show you that it wants to 
become your compass in life if you 
just listen.

To me, it came when I needed the 
most or at least that's when I first 
started paying attention. I was at that 
point where my life's-checklist was 
complete, all I was taught to work 
for –get the job, the relationship, the 
apartment, etc.–, was finally there. 
Sadly, I didn't feel happy, I didn't get 
that achievement sensation I was 
told. And realizing that hit me very 
hard.

I started looking for answers; for 
someone who could explain what 
was happening. It took me to medita-
tion and yoga. And I started listening 
to a voice inside me, telling me to try 
new things and do them differently. 

I moved to Australia and started 
living for the life experiences that 
filled me with joy. And yeah, I disco-
vered whole new happiness I didn't 
even know I could feel. And it was 
all already inside me.
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We got to learn to recognize what makes us feel 
joy and trust it. It 's like following your own 
soul guiding you towards people, to chase 
adventures, moments, new places, to meet 
yourself. Like little hints.

It feels like something growing in your chest. 
It 's an inner peace of being connected with 
yourself. And once we experience joy, the next 
step is to start making those moments some-
thing sacred for you. It doesn't matter how long 
or of what kind, is more about how it makes 
you feel.

For example, say you really enjoy having tea in 
the morning, next to the window. That specific 
action gives you a lot of peace, so you should 
start repeating it. That way, you begin turning 
your entire day into a sacred moment.

These habits are feeding your inner voice. 
You're giving it more and more protagonism, 
and in that way, you're allowing yourself to be 
filled with joy, to learn to grow. 

Sometimes, it may even take you to get your 
heartbroken, and you'll wonder why you were 
guided there. But the truth is that it 'll only push 
you towards something you could bear, so you 
can come out stronger on the other side, even if 
you didn't believe you had it in you. 

Your joy as your compass will guide you to 
stop being afraid of every unfamiliar moment 
and lose expectations so linked to some proces-
ses. And to live them as a unique situation, stri-
pped from society's teachings. Because it 's all 
about getting to know yourself in those scena-
rios.

Here is where a catchphrase as cliché as 
"follow your heart" comes to place. Even if it 
sounds like a movie, and we know we're told to 
not believe in a life like that, I want to tell you 
the opposite. To live it as if it was one because 
you'll be listening to yourself and there's 
nothing you can't do if you feel like it 's the 
right thing.

Ýøür jøÿ ås
ÿøür çømpåss
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Dåñïëlå B.
/lokah.yin

The Coach

Ýøgå
pøsës 
To help with
long hours sitting

We may have traded the long-haul fl ights for long hours working in front of a computer.  
Whichever is the case, taking care of our body sti l l  has the same priority.  We want to guide 
you on how to stretch it  before and after,  to help keep it  happier.

1. Mårjårÿåsåñå åñd Bïtïlåsåñå
   Çåt åñd çøw

The entire spinal column is stretched. This pose strai-
ghtens the back and corrects bad posture.  It 's  ideal for 
back pain, provides mobili ty and a feeling of well-be-
ing.

2. Pårsvå Ürdhvå Håståsåñå
   Üpwård Sålütë Sïdë Bëñd Pøsë

This asana brings a great balance to the body and 
improves the tone on the leg muscles.  It  increases the 
flexibili ty of the upper body, focus, stabili ty and con-
centration. Also, i t 's  an excellent pose to practice 
before meditation
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3. Ådhø Mükhå Svåñåsåñå
   Døwñwård fåçïñg døg

It  improves posture and blood circulation in the whole 
body. It  also helps us strengthen our core,  arms and 
legs.  It  increases the oxygen in our body, bringing 
calm and harmony. 

4. Bhüjåñgåsåñå - Çøbrå pøsë 

Cobra Pose opens the heart  zone, which is very good 
for stress reduction and anxiety relief.  Roll  your 
shoulders up and back, as you push your chest forward 
to fully open the rib cage in the hold. It  strengthens 
the spine, chest,  lungs, shoulders,  and abdomen.

5. Vrksåsåñå - Trëë pøsë
A significant benefit  of this yoga asana is that i t  
improves the balance by enhancing the focus and con-
centration. The steadiness helps calm our mind and 
relax the central nervous system. It 's  also beneficial  
to stay active and healthy with other physical activi-
t ies,  where a right balance and a strong core are 
essential .

6. Båddhå Køñåsåñå
   Büttërflÿ pøsë

Most headaches are stress-induced, and this asana 
releases the tension of the neck and head. It  relaxes 
the shoulders and opens the chest,  perfect for the end 
of a t iring day. Try to practice i t ,  paying attention to 
your breathing, and you will  feel how it  releases 
anxiety and achieves tranquill i ty.

7. Bålåsåñå- Çhïld pøsë
Resting our forehead on the mat with our eyes closed, 
we lean our body forward, which sends signals to the 
nervous system, promoting a feeling of calm and secu-
rity.  We also release all  tensions and fatigue from the 
body, making us relax and calm. It  st imulates blood 
circulation, giving us a feeling of general well-being. 
It 's  perfect after a strong asana because it  relaxes the 
whole body and balances the mind, charging us with 
energy.
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Bucket list

Skÿdïvïñg
Why people jump from planes

Lïfë Løvërs Mågåzïñë
/lifeloversmag

You might be an adrenaline junkie or 
afraid of heights.  Either way, we want to 
give you what we consider very compe-
lling reasons to throw yourself off a 
plane.

If  you haven't  done it ,  chances are you've 
definitely considered the idea of freefa-
ll ing, and you have every reason to do so. 
Skydiving has earned its spot in everyo-
ne's bucket l ist ,  mainly due to the high 
amounts of adrenaline i t  produces,  as 
well  as the breathtaking experience of 
flying.

Lucky for us,  nowadays there are dozens 
of places all  over the world where you 
can tick this one out of your l ists and 
enjoy crazy beautiful sightseeing at the 
same time. New Zealand, Australia,  USA, 
Nepal,  The Alps,  among others,  are win-
ning the popularity contests because, if  
you
are going to free fall  15,000ft,  would be 
nice to enjoy the view.

Whÿ pëøplë
jümp frøm
plåñës
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Mørë ëxçüsës
Truth is there are plenty of options for 
when you decide to take the plunge, so we 
want to tell  you to go for i t .  Why? First  of 
all ,  and what we consider is the most cru-
cial  side of i t ,  you get to fly.

Quoting Da Vinci himself,  "Once you have 
tasted flight,  you will  forever walk the 
earth with your eyes turned skyward. For 
there you have been, and there you will  
always long to return".

If  you like to climb a mountain to get 
better views from the top, imagine what 
i t ' l l  be l ike to do it  from the sky. It  really 
does feel l ike flying, and it ' l l  be an expe-
rience you'l l  never forget.

On the other hand, you don't  really freefa-
ll  all  the way down. That might be a bit  
too dangerous. You actually have one 
minute of i t ,  reaching speeds of up to 
220km/hr.  Then, your instructor -the 
person that knows what he's doing- will  
deploy the parachute.

Before you start  complaining, believe us,  
that one minute will  feel l ike a lot more 
when you're up there,  at  approximately 
5000 feet in the air.  And anyway, this will  
take you to the second part  of the adventu-
re.

Once the parachute opens, you'l l  feel a 
significant force pulling you up which 
will  leave you simply hanging, slowly 
floating in the sky. For many, this is 
actually the best part  because it  comes 
when you already recover your breath and 
are a bit  more steady to take it  all  in.  
¡Please do! This moment will  stay in your 
memory forever.

For the remaining of the fall ,  you'l l  have 
nothing else to do than wait  and enjoy the 
scenery. And this makes for the second 
key reason for you to do it ,  the 
crazy-beautiful sights.

Lastly,  Skydiving will  give you an adrenaline 
rush you've never felt  before.  Your body will  
release adrenaline and endorphins,  which are 
responsible for making you feel happy. Yes, 
i t ' l l  actually make you happier.

A thril l-seeking experience like this will  tr ig-
ger an increase of your heart  rate,  leave you a 
bit  shaky and with a smile you won't  be able to 
erase from your face for a while.  It 's  a unique 
experience, and we definitely recommend it .
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Play  | Your soundtrack

Qüëëñ Lïvë
Concert memories to kill live
music nostalgia



Çøñçërt mëmørïës
tø kïll lïvë müsïç
ñøstålgïå

On one of my last  l ive show experiences,  I  had the chance to see Queen with Adam 
Lambert playing Freddie's role.  I  miss the feel but reminiscing that day always 
helps with the blues.

It  was a rainy day in Brisbane. I  bought field t ickets to be closer to the band and 
get entirely wet for 2 hrs.  The adventure i tself  was ridiculous, but to say that the 
show wasn't  great would be a massive lie.  

The extreme rain made it  even more epic,  and the sound and stage quality was just 
as I 've dreamed of and more. Here's all  about this ridiculous and memorable expe-
rience that took me to their Bohemian Rhapsody tour beginning 2020.

Lïfë Løvërs Mågåzïñë
/lifeloversmag

https://www.instagram.com/lifeloversmag
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Whåt dø ÿøü mëåñ Qüëëñ
plåÿïñg Lïvë?
The royal band got back into touring 
with their newest American edition in 
2012, kicking off with a European 
tour and then a fair  few worldwide 
shows that started in 2014.

They made it  to Australia in early 
2018 when I arrived back in the coun-
try.  Then, I  had no job and thought i t  
wouldn't  be a responsible thing to 
spend the last  part  of my savings in 
one concert .  

Very soon after I  found a job and 
regretted that decision for a year and 
a half,  until  they announced a new 
tour –just after the release of Bohe-
mian Rhapsody, the movie.  Got my 
tickets the day they came out and 
waited until  that day for my dream to 
come through.

Grëåt plåññïñg!

A show this size could only fi t  in so 
many venues, so the immense Sun-
corp Stadium in Brisbane was chosen. 
It  had a massive field section fil led 
with hundreds of plastic chairs,  and 
the outer area was a regular seating 
section.

There I  was. Seeing my dream fulfi-
l led in a section that had absolutely 
no coverage and no elevation for 
better viewing, but as much rain as 
you could ever ask for,  as Brissy had 
been pouring non-stop for weeks. 

Nevertheless,  I  got lent an Umbrella 
from my hostel reception, to ease up 
the 10 minutes walk to get there.  So 
there I  was, feeling like the luckiest 
person ever thinking the rain will  
only follow me until  I  get inside.

After a 20 min hold-up between gates,  other 
hundreds of impatient spectators and I mana-
ged to run to the field section and start  the hunt 
for our seats.Suncorp's amazing team did as 
much as pointing us to the seating area. 

Hundreds of seats were waiting for us,  the 
music was already playing, and people started 
getting even more impatient.

Lucky me again, found mine at the beginning 
of the row. A few people arriving later inte-
rrupted my moment a couple of t imes. Stil l ,  
nothing was going to mess up my night,  not 
even the stadium's l i t t le help to all  the running 
people trying to find their seats.

Whåt å trïfëçtå

I  had been waiting for this event since the first  
t ime I read somewhere that Queen was touring 
again and this t ime with Adam Lambert on the 
vocals.  I 've loved him since I saw him coming 
out of American Idol.

As much as the crowd showed up knowing the 
tour included a new acquisit ion playing Fred-
die Mercury's role,  Adam was careful.  He 
introduced himself as a Freddie fan, just  l ike 
all  of us,  reminding us that he wasn't  in any 
way trying to replace him.
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Brian and Roger made sure he 
was appreciated enough and that 
all  three of them shared the 
spotlight pretty much equally.  
Quite an achievement when you 
have a lead singer with a lung 
capacity as extraordinary as 
Lambert 's ,  to be honest.

A few guitar solos from Dr 
Brian May and drum's legend, 
Roger Taylor,  reminded you that 
the main act was them. That the 
original Queen members are 
sti l l  them and that most of their 
fans were there to see them.

And there he went,  Indiana's 
born took that stage like a real 
lead. His stage presence was as 
remarkable as you can see on his 
solo gigs.  Always making an 
impression and keeping slightly 
shy and respectful participation, 
at  the same time.

Like that,  he assured extremely 
loyal Freddie fans won't  get 
offended, whilst  honouring each 
one of Queen's original songs, 
sang with a powerful and pas-
sionate talent.

Some hologram appearances 
from Freddy himself got us all  a 
bit  nostalgic and kept the show 
diverse and highly entertaining. 

A few jokes and technical issues 
due to the rain kept i t  all  more 
real and fun and turned it  into 
an all-around perfect concert .  
The constant standing ovations 
weren't  enough response to their 
crazy fantastic talent,  all  their 
classics and an excellent t ime. 
I 'm just grateful for having the 
chance to be a part  of i t .
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To die for
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1 tablespoon olive oil
8-10 leaves of Sage 
1 tablespoon ground coriander (better if  you have leaves)
1 tablespoon cumin seeds (powder if  you don’t have seeds)
2 tablespoons curry powder
1 teaspoon of Chill i  powder (Merken or any spicy option)
1 head of chopped garlic chopped
1 can of crushed tomatoes
1 tablespoon turmeric
1 Beef flavour cube stock (vegan alternative) 
2 teaspoons sea salt
1 cup dried brown lentils
1 teaspoon of pepper
3 cups of water
½  can coconut milk
1 onion diced

ÏÑGRËDÏËÑTS

Heat the oil  in a large pot over medium heat.  Add the coriander,  onions and cumin seeds, 
and toast until  they start  to brown, about 45 seconds. Add the garlic to the pot and let  i t  
brown, about 2 minutes.

Add the can of crushed tomatoes,  turmeric,  sage, chill i  and sea salt  to the pot and cook, 
stirring it  a few times, for 5 minutes.  

Add the lentils,  curry, beef flavour stock, pepper and the water and bring it  to a boil .  
Reduce the heat to low, cover the pot,  and let  i t  simmer for 35-40 minutes,  or until  the len-
ti ls are soft .  (You can soak the lentils in cold water before,  to make this step faster)

Stir  the pot a few times to prevent the lentils from sticking to the bottom. If  the curry 
starts to look too dry, add an extra 1/2 – 1 cup of water.

Once the lentils are soft  and the curry is thick, add the coconut milk and bring the pot 
back to a simmer. Remove the pot from the heat.

Serve it  with basmati rice and a bit  of cilantro as garnish.

ÏÑSTRÜÇTÏØÑS

Ëñjøÿ ït!
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